
Increase sentences for criminals who use children to commit crimes.
Electronic monitoring of criminals regardless of age.
Fast-track youth courts.
Adults and older ring leaders are involved to receive a jail term.
Review Section #27 of the Sentencing Act 2002 having regard to the victim
of the crime. Restore the balance between perpetrator and victim in ‘cultural
reporting’ and the discounting of 10-30% off the sentence. Rather than using
the reports to let them off, they should be rehabilitated when locked up.
Name restriction to be removed for criminals. Reduce the ease with which
name suppression is available.
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POLICY

We should maintain our pride and try to maintain the image that New Zealand is one of
the safest countries in the world. Protect and Prosper New Zealand raises important
issues that have been ignored by the major parties. 
After research, we have developed unique and practical policies which will effectively
control crime in New Zealand.

Protect & Prosper New Zealand 
LAW & ORDER POLICY
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PUBLIC SAFETY

Ram Raids 

Safety of public places and religious places 

Crime against women and children

Crime against local citizens
Domestic/family Violence 
Sexual related Crime 

OUR UNIQUE POLICIES ARE TO DEAL WITH
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ISSUES- Soaring Crime Rates 
Ram raids and burglaries are ruining our country's image and making Kiwis uncomfortable and
unsafe. 
Businesses are closing because of safety issues while others are planning to move to Australia. 
Vandalise and attack on public places and religious places. 

SOLUTIONS 
PPNZ believes that through a well-thought-out solution, the offenders can be converted to being
responsible adults. 
A problem is that one political party is soft on crime while the other is hard on crime, both blaming
each other. The end result is that little has been achieved over the last twenty years as little has been
done to address the core causes of the crimes. 
Address the 'Ram Raids’ and youth crime by introducing tougher sentences, and skill development
options, with ‘structure’, ‘discipline’, and ‘pathways’ for the perpetrator’s future. 
17 year-olds need to be dealt with through the adult courts 
Penalties should be applied to all of those that visit the crime scene with the perpetrator. Whether or
not they are regarded as accessories. 
Anti-loitering laws need to be introduced in New Zealand, preventing the gathering of groups in public
places for no specific reason. 
12-16 year olds need to be dealt with in a different way. They should be placed into carefully
managed, secured centres with programmes to address their specific needs. 
After research, we propose practical solutions that work. 
Despite a young age offenders should be prosecuted, but instead of putting teens in jails at tax-
payers expense, we propose that they should be ‘rehabilitated’ in a secure environment by teaching
them other life skills that they would enjoy - like arts, music, entrepreneurial skills,running food carts
etc, for their future  
The fact is that not everyone can stick to a 9am - 5pm job.  
Most of these children who commit crimes face either poverty, lack of family support, get involved
with drugs or other addictions, suffer boredom, and don’t fit into 9am-5pm jobs. 
Tougher laws for repeat offenders and electronic monitoring. 
Regular payment taken from the offenders benefit to compensate the affected parties' loss. 
Charge criminal offenders who are caught vandalizing or damaging public places, including religious
places. 
Dairy and small business owners suffer shock because of ram raids. Public place attacks create fear
amongst shoppers. For example, repeat attacks on malls will discourage local Kiwis to go there and
that will ruin the businesses and the local economy.  
Eg; the recent looting of a jewellery store in a mall.  
Greater powers need to be given to the NZ Police to tackle aggravated robberies. 
However, we need to listen to the views of the local businesses and victims before creating the
solutions. 
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RAM RAID
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Protect & Prosper New Zealand 
LAW & ORDER POLICY

Protect local public and their property.

Zero tolerance for crime against local law abiding residents.

Criminal act on the offender if crime committed at local residents houses. 

Protect you, Protect your family, Protect your business !

Vandalism at public places and religious places.

Criminal act on the offender if found guilty for any act of  damage, vandalism to

public places,places of worship of any faith or religion. 
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LOCAL RESIDENTS SAFETY AND PUBLIC PLACES

Updated February 2023

Analyse and identify the causes of domestic violence.
Develop practical solutions that have worked in the past, for each of the causes.
Make attendance at ‘Anger Management Courses’ compulsory for all offenders.
Increase the penalties for domestic violence.
Increase the range and penalties for restraining orders.
Create more ‘pathways’ for people to leave dangerous domestic environments, with
support provided.
Build more ‘Safe Houses’ for victims of domestic violence to go to.
Provide greater funding for organisations such as ‘Women’s Refuge’ and ‘Victim
Support‘.
Establish and organisation to provide a 24 hour phone reporting line service for
reporting any sexual harassment or sexual violence, anonymously.
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DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
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Independent review of the 'Soft on Crime' criticism of the NZ Police, Minister of Police
and the NZ Police Commissioner.
Adopt a ‘Firm but Fair’ policy rather than a ‘Soft on Crime’ policy.
Increase NZ Police powers to act before a crime is committed in some instances.
Review the adequacy of the current range of NZ Police weapons that officers are
permitted to carry.   
Greater power to the NZ Police. Train and recruit more police force.
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LAW & ORDER POLICY

POLICE POWER

Updated February 2023

PLEASE SUPPORT OUR NEW POLITICAL 
PARTY BY JOINING AS A MEMBER

www.ppnz.org.nz
Read our policies at our website

Join us: Become our member for just $1 and help us shape our country’s future,
with your valuable feedback.
Volunteer: Help to serve the country.
Become a candidate: We are looking for innovative leaders to join our candidate
team to support nation building.
Donate: Please consider donating to us, as a new party we need your help and
support to grow.

Scan here to follow
 our Facebook page

Scan here to join our
party's Membership 

ANALYSE, IDENTIFY AND SOLVE THE SPECIFIC ISSUES
Analyse and identify the full range of reasons for the crime and address
accordingly. 
Solutions are not just one but multiple. Eg; physical disciplines (eg; physical army
style), Mental Health treatment, Addictions centres treatment, Poverty treatment,
Art Therapy treatment.
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